APPENDIX II

Degree Programs

The following programs are covered by this agreement:

Associate of Applied Science, Child Development/Early Childhood - Bachelor of Science, Human Development and Family Studies
Associate of Arts in Psychology - Bachelor of Science, Psychology
Associate of Arts in Psychology - Bachelor of Arts, Psychology

Transfer of Courses

Core Courses
Core coursework will be transferred from TJC and applied toward SFA's core requirements in accordance with the relevant rules set by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board. In cases where there is not an equivalent course at SFA, the course will be transferred en bloc and applied to the relevant core requirement.

Workforce Education Courses (WECM)
Workforce education courses (WECM) will be transferred en bloc and applied to the area of specialization. This does not include continuing education courses. In most cases, students will receive up to 36 hours credit for WECM coursework. Credit for WECM coursework is only applicable to some degree programs.